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Dear co-founders of social change,
 
Our newsletters are a viewport into the month gone by - highlights from ACT, inspiration from our social entrepreneurs,
sector insights and collaboration opportunities.
 
This newsletter is by and for the ACT Collective so we hope that you enjoy reading!

What’s New

ACT For Education grantee Rocket Learning bags the Arnhold Rainer Fellowship

They’ve been selected as one of ten organisations worldwide by Mulago Foundation to be a
part of this prestigious program. 

As an Arnhold Rainer Fellow, Rocket Learning will receive additional funding that will enable
them to scale their edtech solution and help more children across India bridge the learning
gap.

Navya Care comes on board as an ACT For Health grantee

As an ACT For Health grantee, Navya will pilot the Earthshot Engine - a simple
digital user interface through which non-clinical staff can enter patient data,
enabling it to map that data to NCG and NCCN guidelines and determine
compliant treatment protocols. 

This innovation will aid quick & low cost second opinion cancer care; thus becoming accessible for regional primary care
providers, hospitals, oncologists, NGOs etc.
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ACT For Health grantee Wysa secures $20 million in Series B funding

Led by Health Quad & British International Investment, this additional funding will support
Wysa in scaling the Hindi version of their mental health app in India. 

The app will also be accessible on Whatsapp and help increase access to high-quality
affordable mental healthcare.

Read more here.

ACT For Environment grantee Farmers for Forests raises 3.25 Cr from Accenture & Nvidia

With this additional funding, F4F is now expanding their scope from the planned 700Ha to
12,500 Ha; which will enable widespread reforestation and aid an increase in village
livelihoods.

They have also set up a for-profit entity for receiving carbon credits which is a critical
component of their business model.

ACT distributes 2.5 Cr+ facemasks to boost COVID prevention protocols

ACT distributed 2.5 Cr+ facemasks across 11 states for children, self help groups, frontline
workers, police and army personnel, govt. offices, PHCs and taluka health centre staff.

“I extend my gratitude to ACT for their generous contribution. This act of goodwill will impact
the lives of millions!” - Mr. Jayant Sinha, MP - Hazaribagh (Jharkhand)

Our heartfelt gratitude to Hanesbrands for donating the masks and Delhivery for helping us
with distribution.

Niramai becomes an ACT For Health grantee

Given the inaccuracy of mammography in detecting breast cancer in younger women,
Niramai’s portable breast cancer screening device is an innovative intervention that’s
affordable, radiation free, non-invasive and can be used for women of all ages.

As an ACT For Health grantee, they have partnered with the Andhra Pradesh department of
health to conduct 5000 screenings across 6 months.

ACT For Health grantee Coronasafe Network secures additional funding by MSDF for its TeleICU project

In 2020, Coronasafe demonstrated that engineering students can be trained to manage
professional disaster management software.

Having seen how the TeleICU capabilities created by these students on the system has
helped save lives in remote district hospitals, MSDF has extended its grant support for the
TeleICU project till June 2023.

Read this Twitter thread about how nurses at a remote district hospital used TeleICU to consult with specialists at JIMS,
Imphal and intubate a patient who stopped breathing.

Periwinkle joins the collective as an ACT For Health grantee

Periwinkle’s handheld Smart Scope® CX device provides consistent cervical cancer
screening images without the need for electricity & its AI component analyses the images to
provide a risk stratification, thus reducing the need for extensive personnel training. 

As an ACT For Health grantee, they’ll conduct operational studies with NHM in a few states
to establish the benefits of Smart Scope® CX versus the naked eye VIA test.
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In Spotlight: VOPA

When schools shut down during the pandemic, Prafulla Shashikant decided to act!

A 1st generation learner from Beed in Maharashtra and the co-founder of VOPA, he created
and deployed the VSchool app to help underprivileged students continue their education.

Open source & user friendly, the app provides vernacular lesson plans for grades 1-10
custom created by teachers & is fully functional even on low internet bandwidth. So far, the
VOPA team has trained 2000+ teachers to put up 2700+ lesson plans in Marathi, Semi-
English and Urdu with over 9000 videos for students across 4 of the most backward districts
in Maharashtra.

The platform is free for use, the district governments help spread the word and teachers
developing the content don’t ask for compensation - VOPA is a true example of how
edtech fueled by collective action can create social impact at scale!

Entrepreneur Speak: Saathealth

The Saathealth app was born as an attempt to help low-income
families get easy access to credible health information and make timely
healthcare decisions. The AI powered platform is tailored to vernacular
needs and has reached over 7 million individuals across 10 cities.

Co-founders Aditi Ganju and Dr. Aakash Ganju share their social
entrepreneurial journey - if you need a dose of inspiration today,
read more here!

Industry Insights

Hustle is critical for early stage startups, especially at the formation stage – but it just
doesn’t scale. Phenomenal execution does.

Read more about leveraging OKRs to build enduring organisations in this article by
Rajan Anandan, MD - Sequoia Capital.

Let’s #ACT!

Join the LITE Hiring Network

This year, 1047 software engineers applied for Coronasafe Network’s Teaching Fellowship, of
which 3 were selected to maintain and upgrade AICTE’s National Model Curriculum for
Advanced Web Development. 

These Fellows have just released the first major upgrade for the curriculum, which is being
launched in 9 universities across 6 states.

If you’re looking to access a high-quality pipeline of students trained in this curriculum
to join your organisation as full stack developers, sign up for the LITE Hiring Network
here.

VOPA is hiring
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ACT For Education grantee VOPA is hiring and looking for recommendations.

VSchool, their free edtech solution, has made rapid strides in enabling children from low
income communities to learn at home and is looking for high-calibre professionals to join
their team.

If you know someone who would be a good fit for any of these positions, please ask
them to apply here.

Fibsol is looking for a BDO

ACT For Environment grantee Fibsol is hiring for a Business Development Officer to lead
organisational growth.

An agritech start-up that is pioneering ultra light agri-inputs for sustainable agriculture, they
are looking for professionals with 2-3 years of relevant experience. The full JD can be found
here.

If you know someone who would be interested in applying, please ask them to write to
kavithafibsol@gmail.com.

Message sent by ACT Grants at 101, Yashila 1/1, 1st main, 8th Block, Koramangala VI BK SO, Bangalore South, Bangalore, Karnataka,
India.

 

Don't want to receive emails from us? Manage your email preferences here .
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